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	Use this study guide to prepare for the Certified Associate in Project Management (CAPM) exam, based on PMBOK's sixth edition, administered by the Project Management Institute (PMI).
	


	
		The revised and updated second edition of the best-selling CAPM in Depth has a laser-sharp focus on the exam objectives for project managers and others who want to pass the CAPM exam. No prior knowledge of project management is assumed. 
		


		
			The chapters and the sections within each chapter are presented in a logical learning sequence. The concepts and topics, both simple and complex, are clearly explained when they appear for the first time. This facilitates step-wise learning, prevents confusion, and makes this book useful for those who want to get up to speed quickly to pass the CAPM exam, even if you are new to the discipline of project management.
		


		
			This book tells the story of project management in a cohesive, concise, yet comprehensive fashion. Unlike most CAPM exam books, this book is not just an exam-cram book. It is an easy-to-understand guide that is a valuable reference both before and after the exam. 
		


		
			What You’ll Learn 

		
				
					Understand the body of knowledge required to earn the Certified Associate in Project Management (CAPM) certification
	
					Acquire the knowledge needed to successfully manage projects in any field 


		

		
			Who This Book Is For

		


		
			Project management practitioners preparing for the CAPM exam, entry-level project managers and project team members preparing for the CAPM exam, beginners who want to join the field of project management and get up to speed quickly, project managers who need a quick and easy reference to the discipline of project management, instructors and trainers who need a textbook for a course on project management
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The Internet Encyclopedia, Volume 2John Wiley & Sons, 2003
The Internet Encyclopedia is the first comprehensive examination of the core topics in the Internet field. The Internet Encyclopedia, a three-volume reference work with 205 chapters and more than 2,600 pages, provides comprehensive coverage of the Internet as a...
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Microsoft Internet Security and Acceleration (ISA) Server 2000 Administrator's Pocket ConsultantMicrosoft Press, 2003
This precise pocket-sized guide delivers immediate answers for managing ISA Server caching and firewall services on your Microsoft Windows 2000 Server or Microsoft Windows Server 2003 based network.

Zero in on core configuration and support procedures with the help of quick-reference tables, step-by-step instructions, and lists. You get...
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Oral Precancer: Diagnosis and Management of Potentially Malignant DisordersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Without early detection, oral cancer is deadly. Protect your patients by applying the latest clinical interventions.


	Rates of new oral cancer cases continue to increase and mortality rates remain alarmingly high. Oral

	cancer may be preceded by clinically identifiable precancerous changes in the oral mucosa,...
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Strategic Supply Chain ManagementMcGraw-Hill, 2004
"We have to get a handle on our supply chain."
These words have become a standard corner-office lament in today's no-room-for-error business arena. But even when companies address their most glaring supply chain challenges, they can still find that cost-effective and strategic supply chain management is hard to...
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New Directions in Statistical Signal Processing: From Systems to Brains (Neural Information Processing)MIT Press, 2006
Signal processing and neural computation have separately and significantly influenced many disciplines, but the cross-fertilization of the two fields has begun only recently. Research now shows that each has much to teach the other, as we see highly sophisticated kinds of signal processing and elaborate hierachical levels of neural computation...
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Applied Data Visualization with R and ggplot2: Create useful, elaborate, and visually appealing plotsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop informative and aesthetic visualizations that enable effective data analysis in less time

	
		Key Features

		
			Discover structure of ggplot2, grammar of graphics, and geometric objects
	
			Study how to design and implement visualization from scratch
	
			Explore...
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